
ROAD EQUIPMENT

FULLY LOADED
IS THE NEW
STANDARD
Intuitive and 
Comfortable

Industry Proven 
Components

Affordability Meets  
Dependability

Backed by a Standard
3-Year/3,000-Hour
Warranty



SIMPLE. PRODUCTIVE.
AFFORDABLE.
SANY’s dynamic road duo is the beginning of something great. We made sure to start with simplicity, comfort, 
and everything you need. No sacrifices for bells and whistles here. No overengineering. Anyone on your crew 
can jump in the seat and operate a SANY motor grader or roller. They will love the work and keep coming back 
because the cabs are roomy, temperature controlled, and have Bluetooth. You can rest assured that operators will 
have high visibility to keep everyone on the jobsite safe. Both machines have top-shelf, trusted components from 
brands like Cummins, Danfoss, and Kawasaki. Best of all, they are backed by the industry’s strongest standard 
warranty and come loaded with the standard features.

WHY SANY
ROAD EQUIPMENT?

*Warranty applies to 2022 Road Equipment models only.



Since 2006, SANY America has 
been investing in and growing across 
the U.S. From our 272-acre facility in 
Georgia, where we employ over 300 
American employees, to our growing 
dealer network that stretches from 
Maine to Washington, SANY America 
is dedicated to building business 
across America.

Our industry-leading warranty is proof 
of SANY’s durability. Through our 
local service network SANY proudly 
shows continuous support to our 
machines and the people who operate 
them. SANY America is dedicated to 
helping American-owned businesses 
thrive with our commitment to value, 
performance and service.

PROUDLY
MADE FOR AMERICASIMPLE. PRODUCTIVE.

AFFORDABLE.
MODEL 
SMG200C-8 
ENGINE 
OUTPUT—NET 
253 hp
OPERATING 
WEIGHT 
45,768 lbs
MOLDBOARD 
WIDTH 
14 ft

MODEL 
SMG200AWD 
ENGINE 
OUTPUT—NET 
253 hp
OPERATING 
WEIGHT 
47,715 lbs
MOLDBOARD 
WIDTH 
14 ft

MODEL 
SSR120C-8  
NET 
POWER 
160 hp
OPERATING 
WEIGHT 
24,271 lbs
DRUM 
WIDTH 
84 in

MODEL 
SSR80 
ENGINE 
OUTPUT—NET 
72 hp
OPERATING 
WEIGHT 
15,752 lbs
DRUM 
WIDTH 
66 in

MODEL 
SSR120HT  
NET 
POWER 
145 hp
OPERATING 
WEIGHT 
26,103 lbs
DRUM 
WIDTH 
84 in



MAKING
THE GRADE

SMG200C-8, SMG200AWD

To provide peace of mind and ensure maximum uptime, SANY backs all 
its equipment with robust standard warranties. That’s our commitment to 
keeping your fleet running at peak performance. Our network of local 
dealers will partner with you for routine maintenance and be there for 
warranty repairs. You can trust SANY to keep you moving, year-round.

WE'VE GOT
YOUR
BACK

Designed to be highly functional. Easy to operate. Easy to maintain. Won’t break the budget. With two joysticks and 
a steering wheel, the grader is intuitive to operate—even for new operators. Over the life of the machine, it delivers 
power, precision and reliability. That drives your total cost of ownership down while your return on investment goes up. 
And it comes standard with a low-maintenance circle bearing and strategically engineered components, which reduce 
maintenance and failures over the service life of the machine. That should show you we know a thing or two about 
protecting your investment.



KEY FEATURES ||| SMG200C-8, SMG200AWD

COMFORT
SANY’s operator stations are designed for all-day 

comfort, keeping operators working. Our cabs are  

roomy and airconditioned and have heated, air-ride 

seats. Operators appreciate that from the cab, they  

have excellent visibility on the 14’ moldboard and  

around the jobsite.

ROBUST
Made with heavy-duty materials and engineered for  

ease of use and service, SANY graders are built for 

maximum uptime. The standard shim-free circle bearing 

requires only minimal maintenance and no wear items  

that need to be replaced. 

OPERATION
Two seat-mounted joysticks give the operator all the 

control and finesse needed to clean out a ditch, then 

charge down the road to smooth out the washboard.

ROADING
SANY’s graders are outfitted with a steering wheel which 

takes priority over joystick to allow for a safer, more 

intuitive on-roading experience.

VALUE
Dependability, lower total cost of ownership, lower 

acquisition costs and the industry’s strongest standard 

warranty make SANY’s graders the smart solution for  

your needs.

SERVICEABILITY
Our graders are a relaible, low-maintenance, and 

affordable solution. And our straightforward design 

allows for easy access service points, filters, and daily  

fill and check points so service departments don’t  

expend unnecessary effort or time getting to  

components to fix them.

INDUSTRY-LEADING
WARRANTIES
To provide peace of mind and ensure maximum uptime, 

SANY graders are backed by our 3-year/3,000-hour 

industry leading standard warranty.

SUPPORT
Service that’s local. SANY’s dealer network stretches  

from New England to Washington providing parts support 

and trained technicians to service and maintain all our 

road equipment.
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FULLY LOADED
IS THE NEW
STANDARD

1. PUSH BLOCK 2. FRONT AND 
REAR LED LIGHTS

3. HEATED 
AIR-RIDE

SEATS

4. REVERSING FAN
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STANDARD FEATURES ||| SMG200C-8, SMG200AWD

5. LOW-MAINTENANCE 
CIRCLE (CIRCLE SLIP 

CLUTCH)

6. REAR RIPPER/
SCARIFIER

7. FRONT AUXILIARY 
HYDRAULICS

8. 253HP CUMMINS 
ENGINE
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PACKED
WITH VALUE

SSR80, SSR120C-8, SSR120HT

Reliability, durability, and simplicity are only part of the equation. Excellent centrifugal force performance 
makes compaction easy to achieve in fewer passes and higher ground clearance improves jobsite mobility. 
In addition, SANY’s single drum rollers are packed with value. Loaded with standard features such as the 
pad foot kit and backed by the industry’s strongest standard warranty, you always get more for less.

To provide peace of mind and ensure maximum uptime, SANY backs all 

its equipment with robust standard warranties. That’s our commitment 

to keeping your fleet running at peak performance. Our network of local 

dealers will partner with you for routine maintenance and be there for 

warranty repairs. You can trust SANY to keep you moving, year-round.

WE'VE GOT
YOUR
BACK



KEY FEATURES ||| SSR80, SSR120C-8, SSR120HT

OPERATORS 
Simple-to-learn operations are intuitive and allow 

operators at any experience level to get right to work. 

With a higher centrifugal force and higher ground 

clearance than most, SANY’s rollers deliver more work 

with less passes and improved jobsite mobility.

SERVICABILITY 
Daily fluids are easily filled from the ground level which 

saves time on preventative maintenance. 

RELIABILITY 
With high quality steel and top-shelf components, these 

machines are built to endure. Powerful and durable  

and they will keep your crews running through the night 

and day.

COMFORT 
They won’t want to leave this cab. There’s a lot of room 

to get comfortable and high visibility to stay engaged. It’s 

one of the industry’s largest cabs with excellent climate 

control and an air-ride heated with lumbar support.

AFFORDABILITY 
Low acquisition costs mean that you can start or add to 

your fleet without blowing the budget. The roller is so 

sensible that it makes everything else nonsensical.

VALUE 
Dollar for dollar, SANY rollers compact more material. 

That’s high centrifugal force working for you. These 

compactors also have high ROI with low acquisition cost 

and the industry’s strongest standard warranty which 

make this a deal you cannot refuse.

INDUSTRY-LEADING
WARRANTY 
To provide peace of mind and ensure maximum 

uptime, SANY’s single drum rollers are backed by our 

3-year/3,000-hour industryleading standard warranty.

SUPPORT 
SANY offers outstanding aftermarket support.  
Our network of local dealers will partner with you  
for routine maintenance and will be there for  
warranty repairs.
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FULLY LOADED
IS THE NEW
STANDARD

3. REAR VIEW  
CAMERA

4. PADFOOT SHELL KIT1. FRONT/REAR CAB 
LIGHTS AND BEACON

2. BLUETOOTH®  
RADIO (SSR120C-8)
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STANDARD FEATURES ||| SSR80, SSR120C-8, SSR120HT

5. ENCLOSED  
AIR CONDITIONED/

HEATED CAB (SSR120C-8 
& SSR120HT)

6. AIR RIDE  
HEATED SEAT 

(SSR120C-8 & SSR120HT 
CAB MODELS)

7. HIGH VISIBILITY 8. JOYSTICK  
DRIVE CONTROL
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WELCOME TO THE COMFORT ZONE
Saying this cab is spacious, is not an exaggeration. There’s plenty of room to move and a well-designed layout to make operation 

easy. Operators have an elevated view of the jobsite from their air-ride seat. Cabs provide an enclosed, dust-free, climate-controlled 

environment, operators can comfortably work through the day. Steering and joystick functions are simple to use. Intuitive operating 

switches for frequency control are well positioned making it easy to adjust frequency and amplitude as soil types change.

LOW LEARNING CURVE
Good labor is hard to find, so our controls are designed to be intuitive and easy to learn, especially for users with gaming 

experience. The controls in our cabs should be familiar no matter what brand your operators are accustomed to running.

SAFETY
A rear view camera comes standard on the graders, SSR120C-8 and SSR120HT. Bright LED lights on the exterior provide visibility 

in low light conditions. Halogen lamps and turn signals on the graders allow snow to melt quickly when plowing and the rear 

lighting packages adds more visibility at night.

When designing our road equipment, we aimed to improve operator confidence and comfort. From a spacious, 
climate-controlled cab, operators are out of the dust and in control of the work. Comfort comes in many forms 
though, so we kept the learning curve low. Along with being simple to operate, SANY’s graders and single 
drum rollers allow operators a high level of visibility on the front and sides and enhanced visibility to the rear 
of the machine. The idea is that a confident and comfortable operator, no matter their level of skill, will give you 
peak performance and keep the jobsite safe. 

OPERATOR EXPERIENCE ||| ROAD EQUIPMENT

MAKES EVERY OPERATOR A
ROAD WARRIOR

MODEL SMG200C-8 SMG200AWD

14” MOLDBOARD • •
FRONT AUXILIARY HYDRAULICS

 (FRONT NOSE) • •
LOW MAINTENANCE CIRCLE • •

AIR RIDE & HEATED SEAT • •
RIPPER & SCARIFIER • •

FRONT COUNTERWEIGHT • •
REAR VIEW CAMERA • •

LED WORK LIGHT PACKAGE • •
17.5 R X 25 RADIAL TIRES • •

ALL WHEEL DRIVE •

MODEL SSR120C-8 SSR120HT SSR80 STR30 STR40

DUAL PUMP PROPULSION •
HIGH TORQUE REDUCER • •
LIMITED SLIP DIFFERENTIAL • •
AIR RIDE SEAT • •
REAR VIEW CAMERA • •
SHELL KIT • • •
OPEN CANOPY • • •
ENCLOSED CAB • •
DUAL FREQUENCY 
VIBRATION • • • • •
LED WORKLIGHT PACKAGE • • • • •
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SANYAMERICA.COM

FULLY LOADED IS THE 
NEW STANDARD

EASE OF SERVICE
When we say that SANY machines are built to endure, we’re really talking about service. SANY equipment is intentionally 
designed to be easily and efficiently serviced, with features such as wide compartment doors and ground-level access to 
make maintenance more efficient. Ease of service means back in service.

GREAT OPTIONS FOR ADDED MACHINE PRECISION 
AND CONTROL
We don’t add complex features that are unnecessary for road maintenance. They just add confusion, add to the cost, 
and add more risk. Instead, SANY builds affordable, straight forward and reliable equipment with low learning curves. 
This means that any operator, no matter level of experience or skill level should be able to jump in and get to work. If 
your number one concern is getting the job done without a hitch, SANY should be the number one choice for you. SANY 
graders and rollers are an equipment fleet must-have, and they are configured to meet the demand and deliver reliable 
return. The value is apparent. You get the industry’s strongest standard warranty, low acquisition cost, and more standard 
features, making SANY road equipment hands-down the best investment possible.

LOW-COST FINANCING
With SANY Capital, you can take advantage of a network of lenders offering different types of financing programs to 
meet your requirements when purchasing SANY equipment. It’s a more flexible way to get heavy equipment for your 
business with customized financing solutions. So, go ahead, pick out the SANY equipment you need to tackle your next 
big project. And rest easy knowing that SANY Capital is standing by to make sure your financing process is always fast, 
simple, and convenient. SANY Capital and its lender partners stand behind you with 100% financing options covering 
your entire equipment purchase, including attachments, delivery, and taxes.

ROAD EQUIPMENT

SERVICE, VALUE & 
SIMPLE OPERATION  





FPO
SANY America Inc.

318 SANY Way

Peachtree City | GA 30269

| T | 470-552-SANY

BRFLY22ROAD001

sanyamerica.com
In the interest of continual equipment development, 
SANY America Inc. reserves the right to change these 
specifications at any time without prior notification.

© 2022 SANY AMERICA INC.

*Warranty applies to 2022 Grader and Single Drum Roller models only


